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Jack Nicklaus: My Story
The inspirational story of the unknown golfer from Iowa who beat his idol in the 1955 U.S. Open With the overlooked Jack Fleck
still playing the course, NBC-TV proclaimed that the legendary Ben Hogan had won his record fifth U.S. Open and signed off from
San Francisco. Undaunted, the forgotten Iowan rallied to overcome a nine-shot deficit over the last three rounds—still a U.S. Open
record—and made a pressure-packed putt to tie Hogan on the final hole of regulation play. The two men then squared off in a tense,
18-hole playoff from which Fleck emerged victorious in one of the most startling upsets in sports history. On par with the classic
golf narratives of Mark Frost and John Feinstein, The Longest Shot will surprise and delight fans as they trace the improbable
journey of an unheralded former caddie who played his way into the record books by out-dueling the sport's greatest champion of
his time.
The instant New York Times bestseller This book is Palmer’s parting gift to the world -- a treasure trove of entertaining
anecdotes and timeless wisdom that readers, golfers and non-golfers alike, will celebrate and cherish. No one has won more fans
around the world and no player has had a bigger impact on the sport of golf than Arnold Palmer. In fact, Palmer is considered by
many to be the most important professional golfer in history, an American icon. In A Life Well Played, Palmer takes stock of the
many experiences of his life, bringing new details and insights to some familiar stories and sharing new ones. This book is for
Arnie's Army and all golf fans but it is more than just a golf book; Palmer had tremendous success off the course as well and is
most notable for his exemplary sportsmanship and business success, while always giving back to the fans who made it all possible.
Gracious, fair, and a true gentleman, "Arnie" was the gold standard of how to conduct yourself in your career, life, and
relationships. Perfect for men and women of all ages, his final book offers advice and guidance, sharing personal stories of his
career on the course, success in business, and the great relationships that gave meaning to his life.
In 45 colorful, easy-to-follow lessons, Jack Nicklaus shares his tips, techniques, and tactics for playing winning golf. Readers
will find all they need to know to play the game to the best of their ability, including hitting the shots as well as actually
playing the game. Full-color illustrations.
Recounts Nicklaus' career in golf with emphasis on the major championships which he has won. Also includes a special section of
illustrated instructions.
Arnie
Up and Down
Jack Nicklaus' Lesson Tee
Nicklaus by Design
18 Golden Lessons from a Father to His Son
Best Seat in the House
He made his first cut in a professional major championship in the 1958 U.S. Open, at age eighteen. Forty years later, he had his most recent top-10 finish in a major at the Masters. In between, he
won eighteen professional majors, a hundred tournaments worldwide, and provided countless thrills along the road to being named “Golfer of the Century” by his peers and by publications from
America to Antarctica. In his unprecedented run at the top of the game, Jack Nicklaus has seen the importance of constant learning and constant refinement. Your game at age sixty cannot be the
same as your game at age twenty; where you were once able to overpower the golf course, with time and wisdom you discover new ways to approach the challenges of the game that depend less on
physical ability and more on mental agility. Along the way, you learn which fundamentals will always put you in good stead, and you see what advice has stood the test of time. In My Golden Lessons,
the greatest golfer of them all takes the best from his many years of playing, practicing, and studying the game, and distills it into over 120 pieces of priceless instruction. Drawn from his immensely
popular columns in Golf Digest and Golf Magazine, the topics cover the full spectrum of the game, from choosing the right equipment, on through the fundamentals of stance, grip, and setup, to the
pursuit of power and the subtleties of the short game and putting. These techniques helped Nicklaus set the marks that future generations will strive to match, but it was his mastery of the mental
side of golf that truly set him apart from his peers and his predecessors -- and he shares his advice on the mind game as well. In addition, the book presents a beautifully drawn sequence of the
Nicklaus swing at its peak, alongside advice tailored to the needs of the better players who want to be better still. My Golden Lessons is a book that took a lifetime to prepare, but one that will
improve your game from the first few minutes it spends in your hands. These are the techniques that made Jack Nicklaus the golfer he is, and his clear, bite-sized pointers will show you the path to
hitting better shots, shooting lower scores, and enjoying the game more every time you play.
When American golf celebrated its 100th anniversary in 1988, Jack Nicklaus was crowned Golfer of the Century. In this book Jack talks about each of his victories in the majors, interwoven with the
on-course and off-course happenings, people, moods and attitudes that surrounded and influenced them.
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Jack Nicklaus is widely acknowledged as the finest golfer of all time. Four 1500 word introductions by Jack's major rivals: Arnold Palmer, Gary Player, Lee Trevino and Tom Watson. Pulitizer Prize
winner Dave Anderson of The New York Times provides the biography. Dan Jenkens, of Sports Illustrated and Golf Digest fame, contributes a humorous essay. Top 10 instructor Jim Flick, provides an
indepth analysis of Jack's swing. Martin Davis contributes coverage on each of the major events in Jack's life, including indepth reporting on all 20 major tournament victories and more. Over 350,
mostly large format, photographs. Original writtings by Red Smith and Herbert Warren Wind. Five multi-page gatefolds. Magnificently printed in six colors in Italy.
Golf great Jack Nicklaus shares his secrets and personal tips to help golfers of all talents bring their game to tournament level. This comprehensive guide for both beginning and advanced players is
filled with step-by-step detailed illustrations. 1,054 line drawings.
Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus in the Battle of Turnberry
The Longest Shot
My Stories
My 55 Ways to Lower Your Golf Score
The Full Swing
A Life Well Played
The instant New York Times bestseller from acclaimed Sports Illustrated writer Michael Bamberger—a warm, nostalgic, intimately reported account of golf’s greatest generation, and “maybe the
best golf book I’ve ever read” (Bill Reynolds, The Providence Journal). With “exceptional insight into some of America’s greatest players over the last half-century” (The Philadelphia Inquirer),
Men in Green is to golf what Roger Kahn’s The Boys of Summer was to baseball: a big-hearted account of the sport’s greats, from the household names to the private legends, those behindthe-curtain giants who never made the headlines. Michael Bamberger, who has covered the game for twenty years at Sports Illustrated, shows us the big names as we’ve never seen them
before: Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson, Curtis Strange, Fred Couples—and the late Ken Venturi. But he also chronicles the legendary figures known only to insiders, who
nevertheless have left an indelible mark on the sport. There’s a club pro, a teaching pro, an old black Southern caddie. There’s a tournament director in his seventies, a TV director in his
eighties, and a USGA executive in his nineties. All these figures, from the marquee names to the unknowns, have changed the game. What they all share is a game that courses through their
collective veins like a drug. Was golf better back in the day? Men in Green weaves a history of the modern game that is personal, touching, inviting, and new. This meditation on aging and a
celebration of the game is “a nostalgic visit and reminiscence with those who fashioned golf history…and should be cherished” (Golf Digest).
In this definitive biography, veteran sportswriter Tom Callahan shines a spotlight on one of the greatest golfers ever to play the game, Arnold Palmer. The winner of more than ninety
championships, including four Masters Tournaments, Arnold Palmer was a legend in twentieth century sports: a supremely gifted competitor beloved for his powerful hitting, his nerve on the
greens, and his great rapport with fans. Perhaps above all others, Palmer was the reason golf’s popularity exploded, as the King of the links helped define golf’s golden age along with Jack
Nicklaus and Gary Player. In addition to his talent on the golf course, Palmer was a brilliant entrepreneur off it, and one of the first sportsmen to create his own successful marketing brand.
Forging an alliance with sports agent Mark McCormick, Palmer parlayed his popularity into lucrative deals, and helped pave the way for the multi-million-dollar contracts that have become
standard for stars across all sports. But beyond his business acumen, Palmer was always a larger-than-life character, and Arnie recounts a host of unforgettable anecdotes from a long life in
the spotlight. Tom Callahan knew Palmer well for many years, and now pays tribute to this golfing icon. Filled with great stories from the key people in Palmer’s life, Arnie is an entertaining and
illuminating portrait of a remarkable man and his extraordinary legacy.
In an updated edition of his autobiography, the "Golden Bear" chronicles his life in golf, discussing his youth, rise to the top of the golfing world, record-breaking career, relationships with
other top golfers, family, and the issues of the game. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
The legendary Hall of Fame hockey player and six-time Stanley Cup champion tells his complete story for the first time, sharing the lessons about leadership and teamwork that defined his
career, in this “inspirational memoir that transcends sports” (David Grann, #1 New York Times bestselling author). Mark Messier is one of the most accomplished athletes in the history of
professional sports. He was a fierce competitor with a well-earned reputation as a winner. But few people know his real story, not only of the astonishing journey he took to making NHL history,
but of the deep understanding of leadership and respect for the power of teamwork he gained. Messier tells of his early years with his tight-knit family, learning especially from his father,
Doug—a hockey player, coach, and teacher. He describes what it was like entering the NHL as a teenager with a wild side, and growing close with teammates Wayne Gretzky, Kevin Lowe, Paul
Coffey, Glenn Anderson, and others during their high-flying dynasty years with the Edmonton Oilers. He chronicles summers spent looking for inspiration and renewed energy on trips to exotic
destinations around the world. And he recounts the highs, lows, and hard work that brought the New York Rangers to the ultimate moment for a hockey club: lifting the Stanley Cup.
Throughout, Messier shares insights about success, winning cultures, and how leaders can help teams overcome challenges. Told with heart and sincerity, No One Wins Alone “is about much
more than just hockey. It has lessons anyone can use—be it in sports, business, or life” (Jack Nicklaus, PGA Major Championship winner and author of My Golden Lessons).
The Life of Arnold Palmer
Jack Nicklaus and the 1986 Masters
My Story
A Memoir
Jack Nicklaus: My Story
Jack Fleck, Ben Hogan, and Pro Golf's Greatest Upset at the 1955 U.S. Open

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Now for the first time, Tiger Woods reflects on his record-setting win at the 1997 Masters -- both on and off the
course. In 1997, Tiger Woods was already among the most-watched and closely examined athletes in history. But it wasn't until the Masters
Tournament that his career would definitively change forever. Woods, then only 21, won the Masters by a historic 12 shots, which remains the
widest margin of victory in the tournament's history, making it an iconic moment for him and sports. Now, 20 years later, Woods is ready to
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explore his history with the game, how it has changed over the years, and what it was like winning such an important event. With never-beforeheard stories, this book provides keen insight from one of the game's all-time greats. Praise for The 1997 Masters "Woods writes with
absorbing focus and profound emotion." -Publishers Weekly "A vivid and ultimately satisfying read." - Bookpage "As vivid on the printed page
as it was in person." - GolfDigest "Provides a rare perspective of golf played at the highest level." -Kirkus
There has never been a golfer to rival Arnold Palmer. He's the most aggressive, most exciting player the game has ever known, a dynamo famous
for coming from behind to make bold last-minute charges to victory. To the legions of golf fans known around the world as "Arnie's Army,"
Palmer is a charismatic hero, the winner of sixty-one tournaments on the PGA Tour and still going strong on the Senior PGA Tour. But behind
the legend, there is the private Palmer--a man of wit, compassion, loyalty, and true grit in the face of personal adversity. Golf-crazy as
far back as he can remember, Arnie followed his dad, "Deacon" Palmer, the head greenskeeper, around the Latrobe Country Club fairways; as a
youth he played at dawn before the club members arrived (the only time he was allowed on the course); by the time he graduated from high
school he was headed for the national circuit. His rise to fame was meteoric, and by the 1960s he had emerged as one of the few American
athletes the public truly cared about--a vibrant, daring, handsome sports celebrity who attracted wild crowds and enormous television
audiences whenever he played and whose charisma propelled the explosion of enthusiam for golf in the sixties. Writing with the humor and
candor that are as much his trademark as his unique golf swing, Palmer narrates the deeply moving story of his life both on and off the
links. He recounts his friendships (and rivalries) with greats of the game, including Jack Nicklaus, his enduringly happy marriage with
Winnie, his legendary charges to triumph and his titanic disasters, and his valiant battle against cancer. Returning to the Senior PGA Tour
with unmatched zeal after his recovery, Palmer reminded fans of his unfaltering heroism--and the world of golf is thankful. From small-town
boy to golfing legend, Arnold Palmer has lived one of the great sporting lives of the twentieth century. Now, with the help of acclaimed golf
writer James Dodson, he has created one of the great sports autobiographies of our time.
In July 2009, the sports world watched breathlessly as Watson, just shy of his sixtieth birthday and twenty-six years after his last Open
title, battled Father Time through four amazing rounds at Turnberry. In Four Days in July, award-winning golf writer and commentator Jim
Huber takes the reader from tee to fairway, from green to clubhouse, providing an intimate look at Watson's inspiring run. Entering the
tournament as a sentimental wild card and nine years removed from his last top-ten finish in any of the four majors, "Old Tom" proceeded to
shock the golf world by shooting an opening round 65. Although commentators and fans doubted he could keep up the level of play throughout
the entire tournament, Watson proceeded not only to grab the lead but carry it into the final day. In Huber's hands, we can practically smell
the wind blowing off the Irish Sea as we follow Watson and caddie Neil Oxman hole-by-hole along the Ailsa Course. A fascinating parallel
narrative emerges as Stewart Cink, the fellow American more than twenty-three years Watson's junior who would be dubbed "The Man Who Shot
Santa Claus," catches Watson in the fading sunlight that Sunday in Scotland and claims the British Open in a heart-wrenching four-hole
playoff. The first media figure to speak with Watson at the end of each day, Huber mines his exclusive interviews with this golf legend as
well as Oxman, Cink, and many other luminaries to recount a heroic tale of resilience, grit, and determination. This unforgettable story of
the greatest links player ever and his courageous refusal to go gently into that good night is an unforgettable story that redeems the aging
athlete in us all.
On its 25th anniversary comes a riveting book that sweeps readers back to what has been called the most exciting and important moment in
modern golf history: the 1977 British Open, where a young talent named Tom Watson stared down and defeated the legendary Jack Nicklaus.
My Most Memorable Shots in the Majors
My Life in Golf
Golf & Life
The Greatest Game of All
An Illustrated Guide to Lower Scores
Let the World's Greatest Golfer Teach You How to Play Your Best Golf
Individual cartoon-style lessons are presented in nine segments and cover everything from swing basics to special shotmaking techniques and course
etiquette
From “one of the best sportswriters in America” (The Washington Times)—the New York Times bestselling story of the friendship and rivalry between golf
legends Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus, whose sparring matches defined the sport for more than a decade. The first time they met, at an exhibition match
in 1967, Tom Watson was a seventeen-year-old high school student and Jack Nicklaus, at twenty-seven, was already the greatest golfer in the world.
Though they shared some similarities—they were both Midwestern boys who had learned how to play golf at their fathers’ country clubs—they differed in
many ways. Nicklaus played a game of consummate control and precision. Watson hit the ball all over the place. Nicklaus lacked charm and theatrics, and
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he was thoroughly despised by most golf fans because he had displaced Arnold Palmer as king of the golf world. Watson was one of those Arnold Palmer
fans. Yet over the next twenty years their seemingly divergent paths collided as they battled against each other again and again for a place at the top
of the sport and drove each other to ever-soaring heights of accomplishment. Spanning from that first match through the “Duel in the Sun” at Turnberry
in 1977 to Watson’s miraculous near-victory at Turnberry as he approached sixty, and informed by interviews with both players over many years, The
Secret of Golf is Joe Posnanski’s intimate account of the most remarkable rivalry and (eventual) friendship in modern golf.
Nicklaus takes readers through the essentials of improving their swings and presents critical tips on playing the course. From the man who has dominated
golf for almost 40 years, "My 55 Ways to Lower Your Golf Score" will appeal to players of all levels. 42 color illustrations.
Drawing on more than two hundred interviews with family, friends, colleagues, business associates, and others, a noted sports columnist chronicles the
five-decade rivalry between two of history's greatest golfers--Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus--examining the heated personal and professional battle
between these two great competitors--and friends.
Palmer, Nicklaus, and Golf's Greatest Rivalry
Arnie & Jack
Jack Nicklaus, the Full Swing
A Golfer's Life
Four Days in July
100-Plus Ways to Improve Your Shots, Lower Your Scores and Enjoy Golf Much, Much More

Over the half millennium and more that golf has existed, very few players have come within even sighting distance of Jack Nicklaus's
incredible achievements. Counting his two US Amateur Championships, Nicklaus was the winner of twenty major championships and more than one
hundred professional tournaments around the world. He was named "Golfer of the Century" in 1988 by the PGA. Jack Nicklaus: My Story, now
with a new afterword, is Jack Nicklaus's compelling, personal account of his legendary majors triumphs, along with many other competition
highlights -- and some lowlights, too -- of one of the greatest sports careers of all time. Revealed with the unfailing candor and intensity
that are his most distinctive personality traits, here is the Jack Nicklaus his legions of admirers, and even some of those close to him,
have never known.
Champion golfer Jack Nicklaus presents strategies to help players analyze a golf course, including principles of position play, handling
unusual slopes, and reading greens, and offers tips on combating pressure
Presents a practical guide to playing golf according to the system and method of the superstar golfer, including details on golfing
equipment, technique, and attitude
He was a small-town boy who burst onto the international golf scene with a dramatic hook shot from deep in the woods to win the Masters—
before the game he loved almost killed him. Opening up about the toll that chasing and achieving his dream of being a champion golfer took
on his mental health, Bubba Watson shares his powerful story of the breaking point that gave him clarity. Bubba Watson is known as the bighitting left-handed golfer who plays with the pink driver—the small-town kid who grew up as a child golf prodigy before going on to win two
Masters Tournaments, competing in the Olympics, and rising to be the number two golfer in the world. But every dream comes with a price.
Feeling that he was never good enough, Bubba began to let the constant criticism from fans and commentators haunt his thoughts. Success in
the game he loved was killing him. In Up and Down, Bubba opens up about his debilitating anxiety attacks, the death of his father and
namesake, adopting his children, and how reaching a breaking point professionally and personally drew him closer to his family and God. Golf
is what Bubba Watson does, but it is not who he is. Through his story, you'll learn how Bubba: Overcame his anxiety and feelings of
inadequacy Found his true identity not in the standards of the world, but in the God who already knows he is enough Learned to trust God
with his gifts, family, and biggest dreams Became the husband, father, friend, and mentor he was called to be Life, like golf, is filled
with ups and downs. Up and Down is the inspiring story of an imperfect man striving to become the best person he can be—wherever the course
may take him.
A Lifetime's Worth of Tips from Golf's All-Time Greatest
Jack Nicklaus-My Story (E. S. S)
Victories and Struggles in the Course of Life
The Story of Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus
Putting My Way

In this intimately penned biography, the only one written about the “Golden Bear,” author Mark Shaw, with the energy of a lifelong fan, chronicles Nicklaus’s life from his
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early days as a young golfer to his final tournaments on the PGA and Champions Tour. While comparing him to other greats of the game—Palmer, Watson, Bobby Jones,
Hogan, Snead, Trevino, and Tiger Woods—the book focuses on Nicklaus's play during a record 18 major championship victories. It also features anecdotes from his family,
closest friends, and golf rivals while painting a portrait of Jack the golfer, Jack the family man, and Jack the golf course designer. Along the way, readers will learn how to
improve their game through analysis of Nicklaus’s secrets for success, including his one-of-a-kind mental approach to the game.
Golf is sometimes referred to as "the wicked game" because it is fiendishly difficult to play well. Yet in the parlance of the Tiger Woods generation, it's also a wickedly good
game -- rich, glamorous, and more popular than ever. When we think about golf -- as it is played at its highest level -- we think of three names: Tiger Woods, the most
famous sports figure in the world today, Arnold Palmer, the father of modern golf, and Jack Nicklaus, the game's greatest champion.In this penetrating, forty-year history of
men's professional golf, acclaimed author Howard Sounes tells the story of the modern game through the lives of its greatest icons. With unprecedented access to players
and their closest associates, Sounes reveals the personal lives, rivalries, wealth, and business dealings of these remarkable men, as well as the murky history of a game that
has been marred by racism and sex discrimination. Among the many revelations, the complete and true story of Tiger Woods and his family background is untangled,
uncovering surprising new details that inspire the golfer's father to exclaim, "Hell, you taught me some things about my life I never knew about!"Earl Woods and other
members of Tiger Woods's family, his friends, girlfriends, caddies, coaches, and business associates were among the 150 people interviewed over two years of research.
Others included Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus, fellow champions such as Ernie Els, Gary Player, Tony Jacklin, and Tom Watson, and golf moguls such as Mark H.
McCormack, billionaire founder of the sports agency IMG. The Wicked Game is a compelling story of talent, fame, wealth, and power. Entertaining for dedicated golfers, and
accessible to those who only follow the game on television, this may be the most original and exciting sports book of the year.
Drawings illustrate professional golfer Jack Nicklaus' advice on developing a professional swing, playing the short game, scoring, and improving other aspects of one's
playing skills
This long-awaited autobiography of the greatest golfer of all time chronicles the life and astounding career of Jack Nicklaus, winner of 20 major championships. Includes rare
photographs and ten pieces of memorabilia reproduced as removable facsimiles.
The Short Game and Scoring
Golf's Greatest Champion
The 1997 Masters
The Swing from A-Z
Play Better Golf
Tom Watson, the 2009 Open Championship, and a Tournament for the Ages
Shares life lessons for the golf course combined with pointers on how to improve one's game, providing guidelines under such headers as "Listening and Learning," "How to Turn Stress into Success," and
"The 10 Secrets of Long-Living People." 75,000 first printing.
Chronicles Jack Nicklaus' win at the 1986 Masters, despite being ranked only 160th going into the tournament, and profiles the Masters competition and such players as Seve Ballesteros, Tom Kite, and Greg
Norman.
The last word on putting from one of the greatest golfers-and putters-ever Jack Nicklaus is considered the greatest player of all time by countless golf fans around the world. His astounding tournament
achievements (including a record eighteen professional major championship victories, among them six Masters), along with the powerful legacy he has built as a golf-course designer and golf book author,
give him both an unrivaled grasp and multifaceted understanding of the game. Nicklaus's classic Golf My Way-the sport's all-time worldwide instructional bestseller-has helped millions of players improve their
all-around game. In Putting My Way, Nicklaus presents his clear and cohesive approach every element of the craft of superb putting, from finding the right putter to the mechanics of stroking the ball, to the
strategies involved in the most neglected part of golf by amateurs, despite it representing at least 45 per cent of their play. Whether you're new to golf or have been playing for years, Putting My Way will help
you take charge of your putting technique, practice, and execution and see results that lift your game. Explains every mental and physical element of putting, from equipment through greens-reading and
stroking techniques to productive practice and foolproof strategizing Reveals Nicklaus's own lifelong putting "musts," along with highly successful practice systems Includes 29 b/w illustrations and eight color
paintings to help you understand Jack's concepts and better apply them personally Packed with inside pointers and "how-to's" from one of the greatest putters ever to play the game, this book is the one you'll
turn to again and again for the advice you need on how to become a permanently lower-scoring golfer through vastly improved greens work.
Jack Nicklaus II shares stories, insights, and lessons he's learned from his father, the "Golden Bear," that will delight golf fans of all ages, encourage fathers, and inspire readers to focus on what's most
important in life: family. Best Seat in the House, written with New York Times bestselling author Don Yaeger, gives us eighteen valuable lessons that Jack Nicklaus II learned from his father, PGA champion
Jack Nicklaus. Although the "Golden Bear," as he is known by fans, is widely regarded as the best golfer of all time, with a record number of PGA major championships, his life and values show that true
legacy lives on through your children, grandchildren, and others we are blessed to call family and friends. For the first time, the public is given the opportunity to see what made Jack Nicklaus an off-course
success, including how he and his wife, Barbara, fashioned fifty-plus years of marriage, understanding that they both had to give of themselves "at least 85 percent of the time" the importance of having
boundaries and limits that everyone in the family agrees on how Nicklaus taught his son Jack, who worked as his caddie for several years, to value his competitors and treat them as he would hope to be
treated the need to be connected to what we'll leave behind: our legacies One June day, Jack Nicklaus II had just completed his second round in a Palm Beach County Junior Golf Association tournament and
was sitting at the scorer's table, signing his scorecard, when somebody told him his dad was on the telephone. He was a little frustrated because he didn't want to be bothered on such an important day, but
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his dad wanted to know how he had played, so Jack II spent the next twenty minutes detailing every hole and every shot. Afterward, his father said, "Jackie, would you like to know how your dad did today?"
Of course he wanted to know, and he felt a little guilty for not asking. "Well, I just won the US Open." It was Father's Day 1980, and on that day Jack II learned a valuable lesson that he carried with him into
adulthood: family is more important than anything in the world.
No One Wins Alone
Simply the Best!
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Tiger Woods, and the Business of Modern Golf
Men in Green
And What You Can Learn from Them
Golf Course Strategy and Architecture

Jack Nicklaus: My StorySimon and Schuster
Nicklaus, the greatest golfer in the history of the game, has been winning kudos for his visually striking layouts and challenging
yet playable holes. Here Nicklaus reveals how he builds his courses and shares the secret of how to "read" a golf hole and play it
well. 172 illustrations.
Duel in the Sun
One for the Ages
Jack Nicklaus
The Secret of Golf
Jack Nicklaus' Playing Lessons
My Golden Lessons
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